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INTRODUCTION
AIM: apply Network Science
(mathematical foundations) to
quantify continuous individual
differences in bilingual language
experience (group dynamics).

RESULTS

DISCUSSION

Bilingual conversational topics across communicative
contexts.
Node = topics
Edge = whether topics are discussed in same context
Edge strength = mean number of languages (color)

Doing so demonstrates that certain contexts are
distinguishable in what topics are discussed and the
number of languages used. Work is used for the least
number of topics in a limited number of languages
(compartmentalized) whereas social has the highest
number of topics across many different languages
(integrated). School, home, and family are only
distinguishable by the number of topics that are discussed,
but not by the number of languages engaged.

Context of language use shown to impact brain & behavior

(e.g., Beatty-Martínez et al., 2019; Green & Abutalebi, 2013; Grosjean,
2010; Gullifer & Titone, 2020).

We introduce the novel application of Network Science to
represent the complex dynamics of bilingual language use
across communicative contexts with greater granularity.

The dominant language has greater network size, strength,
and density than the non-dominant network. This means it
is used to speak about more topics, across more contexts.

We do so by analyzing the specific conversational topics
that bilinguals discuss in their most dominant and less
dominant languages, as well as across five communicative
contexts of daily life.

METHOD
115 bilingual adults in Montréal
(English-French or French-English)

Self-reported which of 21 conversational topics they speak
about in their dominant and non-dominant languages
across 5 communicative contexts (work, home, family,
school and social).

F(4, 256) = 15.68, p < 0.001

F(4, 256) = 12.88, p < 0.001

F(4, 256) = 3.07, p = 0.016

Tukey HSD: School-Family; WorkFamily; School-Home; WorkHome; Social-School; Work-Social

Tukey HSD: Social-Family; WorkFamily; Social-Home; SocialSchool; Work-Social

Tukey HSD: n.s.
Error bars = +/- 1 SEM

Bilingual conversational topics across
dominant vs. non-dominant languages.

Node = topics
Edge = whether topics are discussed in same language
Edge strength = mean number of contexts (color)

Nodes

Edge

Language Networks
Node = topics
Edge = discussed in
same context
Edge strength =
mean number of
languages

However, the non-dominant language is still used across
multiple contexts. Community detection reveals a greater
number of thematic communities in the non-dominant
language, suggesting that it is used for more specialized
reasons than the dominant language.
Important implications for theoretical models & empirical
investigations of bilingual individual differences.
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Context Networks
Node = topics
Edge = discussed in
same language
Edge strength =
mean number of
contexts
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• Network size = number of conversational topics discussed in
the same context or language
• Edge strength = sum of adjacent edge weights for one node,
averaged across all nodes
• Network density = number of edges/total possible edges

Potential Theme

Component conversational topics

Community 1

Social-Intellectual

Cultural, Family, Family Activities, Gossip, Health, Hobbies, Intellectual,
News, Personal History, School, Social-Political, Work

Community 2

Social-Personal

Chit chat, Community/Civic, Daily Activities, Emotional, Intimate,
Sports, Vacation, Weekend Activities

Dominant Language (Modularity=0.029)

Applied Community Detection to thematically group
conversational topics in each language using Louvain
algorithm for modularity:
P(node belongs community of given network) – P(node belongs to
community of random network) (Blondel et al., 2008)

Non-Dominant Language (Modularity=0.020)
Community 1

Social

Community 2

Personal

Community 3

Intellectual

Chit chat, Community/Civic, Cultural, Daily Activities, Family, Family
Activities, Hobbies, Vacation, Weekend Activities
Emotional, Intimate, Religious/Moral
Gossip, Health, Intellectual, News, Personal History, School, SocialPolitical, Work
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